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Description

[0001] This invention relates to braided cords joined

by a splice wherein the splice is strong and nearly invis-

ible. 5

[0002] International Publication No. WO 00/05162,

published February 3, 2000 discloses a tubular textile

rope splice wherein the ends of tubular rope to be
spliced are inserted into each other and the several plies

of each rope are separated from the adjacent plies and
pulled out of the braiding.

[0003] United States Patents No. 5,901,632 and
5,931,076 issued May 11 and August 3, 1999, respec-

tively, disclose a "Chinese finger" splice forjoining braid-

ed yarns.

[0004] A process is provided for joining ends of cord

of braided individual plies comprising the steps of: un-

braiding individual plies of a portion of each of the ends
to be joined, leaving a main braided body of cord; locat-

ing and connecting together corresponding plies from

each of the ends; pulling the connected plies back
through the main braided bodies of the cord, with each
of the connected plies being pulled through at a different

distance from the ends, until the main braided bodies of

cord to be joined are in close proximity and excess con-

nected plies are protruding from the cord; and removing
the excess connected plies from the cord.

[0005] Also provided, is a spliced, braided, cord hav-

ing opposing braide cord bodies with individual braided

plies wherein the plies of one braided cord body extend,

in the braiding, into an opposing braided cord body and
are present as substitute for, and in the place of, indi-

vidual plies that were a part of that opposing braided

cord body before the splice. Generally, the spliced sec-

tion has a diameter and cross section substantially the

same as the diameter and cross section of the rest of

the braided cord. Further, an endless braided cord is

provided having the splice of this invention.

[0006] Fig. 1 depicts the unbraided plies of two simple

cords to be joined in accordance with the instant inven-

tion.

Fig. 2 depicts the same cords with corresponding

unbraided plies connected.

Fig. 3 depicts one pair of the connected plies as it

is pulled back through one of the cords.

Fig. 4 depicts the same cords with a second pair

of the connected plies pulled back through the other of

the cords.

[0007] Referring to the Figures, three-ply braided

cords are depicted for the sake of simplicity. This inven-

tion is, of course, applicable to cords with any number
of plies; and, can even be used to splice cords with dif-

ferent numbers of plies by connecting more than one ply

from a cord with excess plies to single plies of a smaller

cord. Included within the term "cord" are all braided

structures variously known as ropes, strands, yams,
and the like. Fig. 1 shows braided cords 1 and 2 with

individual unbraided plies (3, 4, 5 and 6. 7, 8) on each

cord. Fig. 2 shows a step in the process of this invention

wherein individual plies of each cord are located and

connected together. It is important that the individual

plies that are ultimately connected together correspond

in a way that permits the cord ends to be joined without

crossing individual plies at the cord end faces. In other

words, as the cords to be joined are placed end-to-end,

corresponding individual plies are also end-to-end. The
individual plies can be connected in any way that will

permit the connected plies to be pulled through the

braided cord structure. For example, knotting corre-

sponding plies might result in a connection that is so

large that it cannot be pulled through the cord braiding.

On the other hand, the ends of the individual plies can

be tapered, as shown at ply connections 9, 10, and 11,

and glued or otherwise adhered together without undue
enlargement of the ply. Such tapered plies could be con-

nected together with string or tape or the individual fila-

ments of the plies could be intertangled using needle-

punching or air jets, or any combination of connecting

means. While tapering the plies might be useful or help-

ful, it is I not always necessary for successful practice

of this invention.

[0008] When corresponding individual plies have
been located and connected, the connected plies can

be pulled back through the main braided body of one of

the cords being joined to draw the cords together . Care

must be taken to assure that the several connected plies

are each pulled back through a braided portion of the

cord that is a different length than the braided portion

through which other connected plies are pulled. Con-
nected plies are pulled back by tracing one of the plies

back into the main braided body of one of the cords to

be joined and separating that ply from the body of the

cord and pulling it to draw the connected ply into and
through the braided main body of the cord and continu-

ing to pull the ply until the main braided bodies of the

cords to be joined are in close proximity and all of the

excess connected plies are protruding from the cord.

Referring to Fig. 3, ply 7 was traced back into cord 2 and
was pulled through the braiding of cord 2 to draw con-

nected plies 4,7 into and through cord 2 until the main
braided bodies of cord 1 and cord 2 were in close prox-

imity. In Fig. 3, connected plies 5,8 and 3,6 have yet to

be drawn through a cord. Fig. 4 shows the joining of

cords 1 and 2 to be complete with connected plies 5,8

drawn through cord 1 . When all, or all but one, of the

connected plies have been drawn back through the

braided cords, the excess connected plies are removed
and the splice is complete. Removal of the excess con-

nected plies can be accomplished by any ply-cutting

means. It should be noted that the last of the several

plies need not be pulled back through the cord. The last

of the several plies can be merely cut off to remove the

excess.

[0009] To facilitate the splicing operation, a thin band
of tape, wire tie, or string can be lightly fastened to each
cord at locations 12 and 13 to prevent further unbraiding
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or disturbance to the braided main body of cords 1 and
2 in the course of the splicing.

[0010] When the cord to be spliced contains more
than three plies, the braided cord will often have the ap-

pearance of a tube. When splicing braided cords with

tube-like characteristics, it is often advantageous to in-

sert the first half of a small rod into the braided end of

cord 1 and then slide cord 2 over the other half of the

rod until the two braided ends are in close proximity

.

The rod diameter can be chosen sufficient to easily pass
through the braided "tube" yet not slide out or reposition

itself easily. The length of the rod can be approximately

equal to twice the length of an unbraided ply. The rod

holds the two cords in position and helps to prevent en-

tanglement of the individual plies. The rod can be re-

moved when the splice is completed by pushing one end
of the rod through the braided plies and then pulling it

free from the spliced cord.

[0011] In drawing connected plies back through the

main braided body of the cords to be joined, the individ-

ual plies from one cord are made to replace individual

plies from another cord and the replacement plies are

held by the braiding to maintain very high strength in the

joined cords. More strength is maintained if the plies are

drawn to lengths of greater differences into the cord. It

is estimated that the plies should be drawn to differenc-

es of 3 to 16 or as many as 20 courses of braiding and
that drawing to differences of 6 to 1 0 courses of braiding

is preferred.

[0012] Because the aim is generally to provide a

smooth splice with no irregularity in the cord cross-sec-

tion through the length of the splice, care should be ex-

ercised to make the unbraided individual plies at least

long enough that only the ply and not the ply connection

is, after pulling the ply, finally located in the joined cord.

To assure such a result, the plies must be pulled back
through the cord to be joined from a location that is less

distance from the main braided body of the cord than

the length of the unbraided individual plies. If it is desired

or required for any reason, a splice of this invention can,

also, be made wherein the ply connection, after pulling

the ply, remains in the cord to be joined.

[001 3] As a general matter, it is thought advantageous
to pull the connected plies back into the main braided

body of all of the cords to be joined rather than pulling

them into only one of the cords. As a matter of balance,

it is thought best to pull the connected plies in approxi-

mately equal numbers into the cords to be joined. For

example, in joining two cords of ten plies, it is thought

best that five of the plies be pulled into each of the cords

-or four into one cord and six into the other, so that the

maximum distance can be maintained between adja-

cent, individual, plies. It is, nevertheless, the case,

though not preferred, that a splice of this invention can
be made wherein all of the connected plies are pulled

back through the main braided body of only one of the

cords

[0014] Pulling the connected plies back through the

braided cords causes an unavoidable disruption in the

texture of the cord at the ply cuts, even after the excess
connected plies have been removed. To smooth the dis-

ruption and alleviate any tendency for the plies to fray,

5 the cut ends of the plies can be sealed with a small

amount of adhesive or sizing.

[001 5] This invention finds particular use in ropes, ca-

bles, and endless belts using braided cords wherein

splices are necessary and irregular cord diameters are
10 unacceptable. This invention can also provide a spliced

cord wherein the opposing braided cord bodies are the

two ends of the same cord and the spliced cord is an
endless loop of uniform diameter. This invention is par-

ticularly useful for cords of high performance materials

15 such as para-aramids, meta-aramids, high molecular

weight linear polyolefins, polyethylene terephthalate,

nylon, and the like.

[0016] The most common use for this invention is in

joining the ends of one or two braided cords; but more
20 than two cords can, also, be joined by this process.

Claims

25 1 . A process for joining ends of cord of braided indi-

vidual plies comprising the steps of:

(a) unbraiding individual plies (3, 4, 5; 6, 7, 8)

of a portion of each of the ends to be joined,

30 leaving main braided bodies of cord (1, 2);

(b) locating and connecting together corre-

sponding plies (3, 6; 4, 7; 5, 8) from each of the

ends;

(c) pulling connected plies back through the

35 main braided bodies of cord, with each of the

connected plies being pulled through at a dif-

ferent distance from the ends until the main
braided bodies of cord to be joined are in close

proximity and excess connected plies are pro-
4o truding from the cord;

(d) removing the excess connected plies from

the cord.

2. The process of Claim 1 wherein there are two ends
<5 of cord to be joined.

3. The process of Claim 1 or 2, wherein the connected
plies are pulled, in equal numbers, back through

each of the cords to be joined.

50

4. The process of Claim 1 or 2 wherein the connected
plies are pulled back through the main braided body
of only one of the cords.

55 5. The process of any preceding Claim wherein the

connected plies are pulled back through the main
braided body of the cord(s) to be joined from a lo-

cation that is less distance from the end of the cord
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than the length of the unbraided individual plies of

step (a).

6. A spliced, braided, cord comprising: opposing

braided cord bodies with individual braided plies(3,

4, 5; 6, 7, 8) wherein the plies of one braided cord

body extend, in the braiding, into an opposing braid-

ed cord body and are present as substitute for, and
in the place of, individual plies that were a part of

that opposing braided cord body before the splice.

7. The spliced cord of Claim 6 wherein there are two

opposing braided cord bodies.

8. The spliced cord of Claim 6 or 7 wherein individual 15

plies from each of the opposing braided cord bodies

are present in equal numbers in all of the braided

cord bodies.

9. The spliced cord of Claim 6, 7 or 8, wherein each 20

individual ply substituted for the ply in another braid-

ed cord portion is a different length.

10. The spliced cord of any of Claims 6 to 9, wherein

the opposing braided cord bodies are the two ends 25

of the same cord and the spliced cord is an endless
loop.

11. The spliced cord of any of Claims 6 to 10 wherein

there is no irregularity in cord cross-section through 30

the length of the splice.
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